
Relocation�service�
packers and movers tips 



Packing�Tips�for
Living�Room
A living room comprises a variety of items such as

furniture, lamps, electronics, decoratives, artworks, etc.,

which would require different kinds of packing

procedures.

The best way to start packing things properly is to create

an inventory. Inventory will help you in arranging things

properly from packing to loading and unloading and

rearranging things at your new place. 



Sort�things�out
Separate out things that you have in your living room,

group them into electronics, breakables, wall-hangings,

rugs, furniture, etc. you intend to move them with you.

Once they are grouped, you can divide them and start

packing them individually. 



Electronics
Let’s start with the most fragile things in the living room.

Electronics require proper disassembling and secure

arrangements. Before you unplug the accessories, click

pictures, it helps in connecting the cables after the

transit.

Wrap the electronics with bubble wraps and secure the

cables with twist ties. As you wrap the items, ensure the

lighter ones are on the top and are secured with anti-

static materials. Pack the sensitive hardware like TV,

monitors with towels. Put the remote of TV, DVD, CD, or

mouse of PC in a separate box and seal them, so that you

don’t misplace them during transit. Pack the speakers in

hard cardboard boxes or use their original boxes as they

are meant to protect them.

https://www.hindustantimes.com/more-lifestyle/shifting-your-home-or-office-follow-these-pro-tips-for-packing-moving-electronics/story-dyalUNd1Nzxj2n3R4f1uDP.html


Furniture
The living room is the space where you place your lavish

furniture like sofa, chairs, coffee tables, or upholstered

pieces, and the furniture needs dismantling of the parts

and empty the drawers (if any). Wrap the furniture/parts

of furniture with bubble wraps to ensure the surface of

the furniture is not damaged or scratched. As you pack

the parts in the carton, you can secure them with

cushions and pillows. Also, do not forget to collect all the

screws and pack them in a zip pouch and place it safely

inside the carton. Furniture are large in size and there are

chances you might hurt yourself when you move them,

hiring packers and movers might help in making

relocation easy and simple. 



Rugs
Rugs do not mostly require much attention during transit.

Get the rugs cleaned by professional cleaners before

packing and moving them. Wrap the rugs with opaque

material to ensure they are safe in case of sun exposure

anyway. Alternatively, rugs can also be used to wrap and

protect fragile items from breaking.



Fragile�Items
Fragile decoratives, artworks, mirrors, and lamps, or light

decorations need special care. Wrap them with bubble

wrappers, or old tees or tank tops or towels, also double

wrap them if required. Remove the bulbs from the lamp.

Place the well-wrapped items in the cartons and fill the

empty space with papers and packing peanuts to ensure

they are safe inside. You can also read about how to pack

your books properly for shifting here.

https://www.assureshift.in/blog/book-moving-tips
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